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ABSTRACT
Common elements exist in undergraduate and graduate

education of reading teachers in knowledge, skills, attitudes and
experience; however, the two groups, differing in teaching
experiences and preparing for different roles, require different
programs. The first group seeking the skills for effective teaching
of reading in a classroom requires continuing guided exposure and
opportunities to test their abilities within regular classrooms in
order to recognize and understand the interrelatedness of
psychological principles, the function of reading in the classroom,
and the characteristics of group and Individual learning. Given these
supervised.experiences with many opportunities for discussion on
problems encountered, they should be able to function at a level
where they use their acquired knowledge and skills consciously. The
second group, influenced greatly by past 'teaching experience and
presenting an even greater spread of capabilities than the
undergraduates, requires more careful screening in terms .of-
performance and, frequently, specific placement into undergraduate
work prier to admission into graduate study. Programs for admitted
students should be individually designed according to their future
-roles. -Graduate study_Should consist of Advanced study-not
remediation for inadeqUacles in undergraduate training. References
are included. (AUthor/AW)
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TraIning

in Teacher Education

There has been much said about the need for changes in teacher

education and in criteria for certification; Elam 5:3-6) suggests

that teacher education be performance oriented in of.der to allow for

the varied competencies of students and provide the opportunities

necessary for students to begin to observe learning taking place. The

focus must be on the child'.s learning---not on "how to teach"---sup-

posedly the previous focus of ineffective methods cour es. Clearly

defined-objectives and specific assessment skills are a part of many

performance-orient d tea her trairing prograw.

performance activities ar

aried types of

lanned for each pf the four or five year
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of the trainee's college work: observation in the freshman year,

tutorial work with individuals and/or small groups during the sopho-

more year, serving as teacher aides during the junior y

internes.during the senior year, etc. These activities, guided

properly so that students have the opportunity to improve their

knowledge and skills as they learn to as ess their own performance,

will, no doubt, provide a gr ater sense of security for the beginning

teacher. Preparation is not restricted to the college classroom

the student hasn't been told about what's "out there, by-professors

who haven't been "out there lately---another c iticism of methods

courses,

The more recently 'trained te--her may become a better teacher

than her predecessor whose practical experiences during her college

years were limited to a Junior Year Practicum and a Senior Year

6tudent Teaching. However, valid research affirming the superiority

of the performance orientation will be necessary. Elam confesses

"that no one can predict what the residual effects of performance-

7-based teacher education will be 10 to 20 years from now. EXpressing

doubt that expansion will occur rapidly enough to make a significant

difference or that evaluation te hniques will improve sufficiently for

valid and reliable measurement _C the affective and cognitive objec-

tives Involv6d in the performan e-based experiences, Elam indicates

that teacher edu ation will p obably benefit through an instructional

pattern that stresses individualization and through emphasis on pre-

else and detailed specification of obj ctives. :3-6)
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Actually, if one of the major problems in training reading

teachers was the sparsity of course requirements in the field of

Reading then it earl be assumed that Professors of Reading con-

tributed little to the previous inadequacies In teacher eduction.

In fact Austin's study seems to indicate that the cooperating

teachers exert-d unchallenged Influence upon the instructional

behavior of beginning teadhers " (1:218) Following the sug

gestions of Au_tin 2:165) and others, emphasis is now made on

additional and significantly diffe ent types of c urse deaign for

teadher trainees.

A six credit requirement for ICP's and G-E'd plus a 3 credit

requirement for Secondary majors has been met in a few teadher-

.-traini institutions. Thelen 10:614) re ent study stated that.

47% 2 the states polled Indicated a course in the teadhing of

reading Is required for certificatio three states cited six credit

hour requirements. Contrasted to the 14% (requiring a reading course)

found In Austints study, improvement has been made.

At the Graduate level, programs training Reading SpeciRlIsts

have become more numerous, no doubt, related to the Ea t that 63% of

the stat s have certification for reading specialists. Thus, t

Professor of Rea

y'

has a greater opportunity to alter reading prac-

tices In the schools and_can now be held accountable for teachers

failures and, Indirectly, children' s failures In acquiring adequate

reading skills

for Undergraduate Trainees
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teacher, the kindergarten-primary teacher, the general elementary

teacher- the secondary tea_her, the Junior College teacher,
lastly, the college teacher? What competencies are necessary for the

graduate student assuming the role of reading specialist, reading con-

sultant reading supervisor, reading clinici et .? Obviously,

necessary knowledge, attitudes and competenci s vial vary from di-

trict to district and for different positions. It is just as obvi_ s

that each.undergraduate or graduate student cannot be trained

spe_ifically to fulfill all of these varied roles. Colleges should

provide many opportuniti for carefully guided performance activities

as a part of the learning experience through course structure or

independent study, however, the college's primp.ry concern must be with

the goals behind the experiences. What attitudes and competencies can

we reasonably hope to achieve at the undergraduate level? Do these

goals vary according to the students' specialization or interests

or I 'there a common set of goals?

Austin stated . "neither textbook nor theoretical di cussion

can train students to teach reading. Involvement of three types Is

necessary---in the arts and sciences professional *studies, and the

schools." (1:218) Prior to and concurrent with the reading couree

work and/or performance activities of undergraduate students, multi-
,

-disciplina'ry study is essential for providing a background of under-

standing in child development, the le rning process, cognitive arid

affective raptors the Int

psycholinguisti

latedness of reading, linguistics,

s and all communication skills*-- classroom me

Is-a major concern.
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POwell speaks very specifically to goals when he raises the

question "What makes a reading teacher unique---vhether he is a class-

room teacher of reading, a remedial reading teacher, reading con-

sultant or an English teacher?" Be noted specific abilltiesl

(a) to teach diagnosti ally, (b) to determine individual r ading

levels, (c) to determine, Interpret and apply data on potenti

(d) to underctand the c gnitive system (e) to comprehend the concept

of readability, f) to know and be able to use Phonics, structural

analysis and linguistic patterns in all of their interrelationships.

To teach diagnostically, one must "develop conceptual maps :I* those

items which are related to the task, the sound symtem, the cognitive

-system, the symbol system, the affective system, the er or system

and the notion of syndromes." :606)

Graduate StudY

POwell notes that teachers operate at ". . . various levels

of effectiveness.- At the verbal level of functioning, the correct

words and the jargon -f the field are used. A higher level of

effectivenessthe perforMance level Includes two stages, first

vhere the teacher "knows the primary systems, b_t applies them only

vith conscious effort" and the lover stage whe e the teacher "has

the 1mowlcde and maps b t does not use. thein." POW ll's highest

functioning level is the autematic; "the knowledge the strategies

andthe attitude all bOcome:blended Into one and become a part of

the person. 9=606) For /nest undergraduate students-probably:the

highest level of effectiveness cannot be achieved. However Improved

experiences should enable them to Acquire variou- skills, attitudes
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and concepts which they apply with conscious effort in their initial

positions. To acquire the individual's highest level of teaching

effectiveness and to pr vide for changes in role, graduate study is

necessary.

What are the characteristics of the average graduate student

seeking a maste degree in the field of Readi 7

1. Generally, they've had some teaching experience and

continue teaching as they take graduate work.

2. Some have been frustrated by their attempts to develop

reading skills in groups---or for specific individuals.

Others feel they have something special to offer children

or other teachers through assilmffng the role of readUng

specialist, supervisor or consultant.'

Still others, unprepared, have already assumed a

specialized role.

The nature of the experiences both educational and in the

field, and the nature of .the individual have contributed to a wide

spread of differences in knowledge, attitudes and performances found

In begtnning graduate students. There are those who function at

FAtswell J.awest level---the verbal stage, others have greater under-
,

standing bu don't applyi.t, or apply it only eonsciously. The

likelihood br encountering a beginning graduate student who has inter-

nalized_411 of the "knowledge maps, strategies and attitudes."

ne essary for effective teaching of reading seems unlikely; to

encounter one c pable of transrntting all of these-attributes to
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others is e en more remote.

How have these student differences affected Master's Degree

Programs? While requirements vary, from school to school, basically

they include a general reading methods course, specific diagnostic

and treatment courses, some exposure to research and research tech-

niques, and additional requirements in areas such as psychology,

literature, psycholinguisties and/or linguistics. Some programs do

provide dual tracks dependent upon the students2 goals---they can opt

into a clinically oriented program or classroom teaching program.

Mbst programs resulting In certification require some classroom

and/or clinical experience. Some consideration may be given to

studentst weaknesses and strengths, but most programs desIgned to meet

specific certification requirements are rather tightly structured.

The determining factor in program directions seems to have been

certification requirements.,not student differences.

Perhaps the first step with graduate students would be to find

out bow they feel about their own strengths and weaknesses, followed by

evaluation of performance ability and culminating in an individual

program design of independent study, course work, research and

internship which will best equip the individual for her future role.

The writer submits that graduate faculty with appropriate background

training and experience should be able to determine levels of func-

tioning through interview, and survey tools. A check on knowledge of

.psychological principles, psycholinguistics linguistics literature

and other related areas can Ibe made along With the check on fa tual
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knowledge in the theory and practice of reading. Results of the

interview and survey may indicate that s Pecific students should be

plabed into undergraduate experiences with admission into graduate

study dependent upon acceptable performance at the lower level. Or

an independent study, designed to strengthen .weakriesses could be

planned with admission dependent upon improved performance not d on

a follow-up survey. The independent study could incorporate experi-

ences as aides or internes in the College Reading Center, local

clinical facilities of school prog am , or a cooperatively planned

reading program experimental work within the teacher's own

classrom.

Using this aPProach with beginning graduate students should

alleviate the lower performance levels found in beginnincr .0-r-aduate

students. However, the spread of knowledge and performance abilities

remaining in admitted students will necessitate a flexible program

In order to insure the rpecIfic knowledge and skills necessary to

the vari d roles which students will assume on graduation. Some

in such areas as psychology, super-

vision, research, etc. Others may be required to attend short-term

performance workshops or institutes specifically designed to develop

skills required in their specializ d roles of clinicians, consultants,

supervisors. Still others may benefit most through serving as aides

or internes in consultant or supervisory roles, or on child-study

te mA In public schools, private c linics or at the Colle e Center.

As students advance, they should be guided into parti ular aspects of

students may be advised to stu

research which would be most useful t em in their present or future
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roles.

Obviously, the nature of these proposals predicate a differ-

ent role for many graduate professors, one which should assist them

greatly in their efforts to translate theoretical Iccwledge into prac-

tice. The often rigid existing program design with specific course and

credit requirements would be replaced by individual program designs

with degree completion.dependent upon performance at Powell's

trautomat,ic level of effectiveness. Also studen concepts of

graduate studL- vould alter becoming a Reading Specialist, Consultant

or Supervisor would not entail taking 32 credits and passing a written

xam, but would require evidences of knowledge, skills and the

ability to perform in a specific role.

Summary

In summary, common elements exist in undergraduate and

graduate education of reading teachers iniowledge, skills, attitudes

and experience, however, the two groups, differing in teaching experi-

ences and preparing for different roles, require different programs.

The-first group seeking the skills for effective teackling of reading

in a classroom requires continuing guided exposure and opportunities

to test their abilltie_ within regular classrooms---to recognize and

understand the interrelatedness of psychological principles, the fun

tion of reading in the classroom, and the characteristics of group and

opportunities for discussica on problems encountered, they should be
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able, in their Initial employment, to function at a level where they

use their acquired knowledge and skills cons ious

The second group, influenced greatly by past experience and

presenting an even greater spread of capabilities than the under-

graduates require more careful screening In terms of performance,

d, frequently, specific placement into undergraduate work, prior

to admission into graduate study. Programs for admitted students

should be Individually designed according to their future roles.

Graduate study should consist of advanced study--not rerie&Lation

for inadequacies In undergraduate traini
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